American Legion - Tyler Cates Post 281

Organization Name: American Legion - Tyler Cates Post 281
Physical Address: 318 Donelson Pike
Nashville, TN 37214
Contact Name: Will Sellers
Contact Number: 615-319-2179

Event Information
Event Date: 10/26/2018
Event Name: Mt. Juliet American Legion Post 281 Reverse Raffle
Event Location: 3939 Old Hickory Blvd.
Old Hickory, TN 37138
Davidson County
Price per Ticket,
Share, Chance/Other $100.00
Event Description: On the day of the event, 200 uniquely numbered ping pong balls (1200) are placed into a clear tumbler. Cards numbered 1-200 are
placed on a wall at the front of the event venue and are visible to all
attendees. A Post officer/board member draws the balls from the
tumbler one by one and announces each number drawn. As each
numbered ball is drawn from the tumbler, the card with the
corresponding number is removed from the wall. The premise of the
event is that the person with ticket bearing number of the last ball
which has not been drawn from the tumbler wins the grand prize.
After each 50 balls are drawn, the event is stopped and a
reconciliation is made for accuracy of the drawn and remaining
numbers. The 50th, 100th, and 150th numbers drawn win a door
prize and are not eligible for the grand prize. Once only ten balls
remain in the tumbler, the ticket holders of the remaining ten
numbers are given the options to split the grand prize evenly. If the
remaining ticket holders unanimously agree to split the grand prize,
then it will be split among those ticket holders. If there is not
unanimous agreement, then another ball will be drawn and the
remaining nine tickets holders will be give the option to split the
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grand prize evenly. If there is not unanimous agreement, then
another ball will be drawn and the routine will be repeated until
there is unanimous agreement among the remaining ticket holders
to split the grand prize evenly or until there is only one ticket holder
remaining.
The owner of the ticket is not required to be present at the event to
win, but the ticket itself must be present. If a number is drawn and
the ticket is not present then that ticket will be disqualified from the
event. It will then be necessary to draw the next number or in the
event it was the last number to be drawn for the event then the
preceding number will be declared the winner. The event is held
publicly and all the foregoing steps are done in the open for all
present to observe.
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